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Lot's Wife and 1927
from the lesson of Lot's wife.
OTS
of lawyerswhat
can happened
learn a lot
to
You remember
her when she looked back, and the
same thing might happen to us, individually and collectively, if we looked
back regretfully over 1926.
The mistakes we made, the good
things we left undone, the misfortunes
that beset us, including the defeat of
Amendment No. 1, and other matters
of regret-all these things, if we were
inclined to ponder them, might form
such an impressive array of negative
reflections that we'd be almost ready
to give up in disgust.
But the Denver Bar is an organization of builders, not mourners, and

we're not going to play Lot's wife and
worry uselessly over what has happened or failed to happen in the past.
We are living in the present and striving to make the future better for the
community and the state in which we
live, no less than for ourselves, and
that is the spirit which the "Record"
finds in this forward-looking organization of ours.
Moreover, 1926 was full of accomplishments. There was the American
Bar meeting, for example, held under
the able administration of Judge Butler, which was an outstanding achievement that not only put The Denver
Bar Association on the map as one of
the nation's livest and most hospitable
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lawyers' organizations but also put
Denver on the map as one of the great
cities of the United States; then, there
was the splendid work done for
Amendment No. 1, under the new administration of President Marsh; and,
finally, there is the new spirit of close
fellowship-the esprit de corps-which
has caught hold of us in the past year
or two and makes possible the accomplishment of whatever constructive
tasks we may set our hands to in 1927.
We are starting out in the New Year
with much unfinished important business; with many difficult tasks ahead;

but with a record of accomplishment
in the past of which we may well be
proud; with an organization the like
of which, in numbers and in enthusiasm, we have never known before;
and with a spirit that will carry us
far on the road to that ultimate legal
millennium toward which we are always, if somewhat blindly, stri.ving.
Let there be no Lot's Wife in the
Denver Bar Association and hence no
pillars of salt to impede our progress.
A Happy, Busy
Year to you all.

and Useful

Our New Year's Resolution

WHEREAS, in Nineteen Twenty Six,
The voice of our profession,
In public life and politics,
Was heard and found expression;
NOW, THEREFORE, let us all resolve,
With "Service" as our leaven,
To make a mighty Bar evolve
In Nineteen Twenty Seven.

New

